Incentivizing your TEAM
Have you ever felt like you just didn’t have enough time to do something and it seemed to be a drain? Then you
find if you just go a little further, you’ll get more return. And all of the sudden it becomes a challenge that you
have to make. Well, it’s that easy to give someone a little push to succeed. Incentives don’t have to be expensive,
or over the top. People will do more work for just a little return, for gifts, tools, or recognition from their peers.
When considering a team or group incentive, you need to encourage the right behavior. Make it fun and
simple, but give them something to work for. Keep them informed on how they are doing during the incentive.
Recognize the people trying and succeeding, and celebrate the positive attitudes you want to see more of. Also,
the incentive prize should fit the goal. Setting up and planning for an incentive can be very simple, but there are
a few things you need to consider:
1. Decide what needs to be improved
• New Recruits and No Posh
		
- Make your first purchase to try a product they want
		
- Have a launch party
		
- Beat their personal best in a month, week, or party
		
- Try a Portable Party
		
- Try an online party
		
- Try a house party
		
- Get your Props 30, 60, and 90
		
- Promote ranks
• Social, Part time, Career Posh
		
- Beat your best team goal
		
- Set goals that can be reached, but take work to get there
		
- Promote ranks
		
2. Decide on the timeline for the incentive.
Keep it easy to achieve for newer Consultants and adjust the goal depending on the rank. There are a few
examples for each to show how you could possibly encourage or incentivize your team.
• Daily Incentives
		 - Something as simple as comments or posting, getting your team to interact with each other. These
daily incentives can be as simple as recognition to their peers on a social network that your team uses.
• Weekly Incentives
		
- A weekly incentive can be as simple as sending a team a thank-you card or something you put together
yourself. Just showing them you appreciate what they are doing.
• Monthly Incentives
		 - A Monthly incentive can be a Portal credit or a product of their choice. Small tokens of appreciation,
depending on the goal, could be lunch with that consultant or a BBQ for a team. You decide what you
are willing to spend.
• Event Incentives
		 - Give incentives for attending Day Away or PremierCon. Team shirts are a great way to show your
support for the team.

3. Measure what you do to make sure your return is greater than the incentive
Good philosophy to live by when setting up your incentive is to leave it open to anyone who can achieve
it, don’t just give it to the top one or two. This gives your entire team a feeling so they can achieve the
set goal and will get them to participate. Another way to offer incentives is to do a survey. Ask your team
what would be a good incentive for them, or what they would like in return. Email out a questionnaire from
surveymonkey.com to find out what would get them to participate.
• A few ideas on ways to measure the incentive
		- How many team members participated and how many made the goal?
		
- What was the return you made in respect to the incentive you gave?
		
- Did only a select few make the goal or a large group?
		
- Did you accomplish what you wanted in offering the incentive?
		
- Was the team excited about the incentive? Are they eager to do another incentive?
		 - Keeping organized, spreadsheets, calendars, and organization apps are a few ways to keep track of
what you do.
Ways to communicate your incentive:
- The Box, team forum
- Team Facebook page
- Video
- Phone conference
- Texting
- Emails
- Newsletter
- Personal Call
Creative incentives that won’t break the bank:
- Personal handwritten thank you or postcards
- Business supplies from the Portal
- A new product they might have not tried yet
- Sample supplies
- Premade samples
- Team totes or bags
- Gift Cards
- Cash
- Facebook recognition
- Newsletter recognition
- Display Items
- Welcome Bags
- Labels
- Goodies, candy, or treats

Creative reasons to give incentives:
- Top recruiter
- Top %
- 1st to place an order for the month
- Rank advancement
- Recruiting conversation
- Most parties
- Posting on the Box
- Posh Props
- Monthly awards
- Going to Posh events
- Quarterly sales awards
- Promoting to PINK
- Scheduling/holding a launch party
- Participating in FB challenges
Fun ideas for Incentives:
- No Zeros Incentive
- No team member has a zero for PV
- Who helps/comments the most on group FB pages
-
Encourages other consultants to talk/participate
within the team
- Theme incentive
- New themes for parties, themes for bundles
- Crazy photo incentives
- Specific Consultant goal based incentive
- Write goals on a piece of paper, leader takes paper,
if they met the goal they wrote down at the next
meeting, they won
- Long term goal incentive
- Have Consultants write down a long term goal and
plan to mail it to them in the future.

